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defoe’s psychological realism: the effect of directness in ... - psychological realism, defoe in fact
represents the psychological as well as social and economic ... i analyse short passages from robinson crusoe
(1719) and moll flanders (1722), ... the speech and thought representation categories are on metaphoric
representation - nyu psychology - detailed psychological model of metaphoric representation, nor a
process model for how such representations would be used in understanding and thought - at least, models of
the sort expected in cognitive psychology. knowledge representation of passages type toefl - knowledge
representation of passages type toefl meliza contreras gonzalez, mireya tovar vidal, and guillermo de ita luna
... to computer scientists who have sought mechanisms to explain or emulate the thought ... their article in the
journal psychological review, which explained in detail the cogni- ... representation in scholastic
epistemology - unibo - representation in scholastic epistemology ... psychological pieces. ratheraristotle
relies on the idea that what is cognized, either through sense perception or mind, is a form which exists both in
external objects and ... a beliefthat representation plays a role in thought and imagination, ifnot in sense
perception itself. the dependence of verbal passages on visual representation ... - comprehensibility of
written passages owing to facts that texts are generally presented in written or verbal form. visual images are
merely thought of as additional ornament just to make the verbal texts representation look more eye-catching.
the presence of such visual entities as for a philosophy of representation - mdpi - for a philosophy of
representation ... both a philosophical and a psychological point of view, depending on whether we consider
the ... between being and thought, and considers thought to be the producer of being, and in so doing, rather
than frame the gnoseological problem differently, confuses a christian counseling model: christian - a
christian counseling model: christian psychology perspective ... in the thought of such reformation and counter
reformation figures as martin luther and ignatius loyola,” stephen evan’s study of ... biblical passages on the
psychology of jesus christ and pauline contributors - project muse - contributors journal of asian american
studies, volume 11, number 2, june 2008, pp. 247-248 (article) published by johns hopkins university press ...
he is the author of the passages of thought: psychological representation in the american novel, 1870–1900
and chapters of experience: ... analogical reasoning, psychology of - northwestern university analogical reasoning, psychology of analogical reasoning, psychology of dedre gentner, northwestern
university, evanston, illinois, usa ... cesses that can occur are re-representation of one or both analogs to
improve the match, ... people read analogous passages and make infer-ences from one to the other, they are
more likely ... a psychoanalytic reading list - a psychoanalytic reading list prepared by: robin j. renders,
ph.d. on behalf of the fellowship committee american psychoanalytic association physical and psychological
effects of substance use handout - through the nasal passages or injected intravenously. cocaine belongs
to a ... psychological dependence requiring more of the drug to get the same effect ... table representation of
each substance and the method of use and the physical/psychological effects keywords: newman's
psychological discovery: the illative sense - newman's psychological discovery: the illative sense
(continued) vi the faculties of cognition and appetition since the grammar of assent gives us a
phenorhenological analy-sis of the art of thinking and often refers to the influence of other faculties in our
reasoning processes, it will be very instructive to chapter 15 five theses on de re states and attitudes chapter 15 five theses on de re states and attitudes tyler burge i shall propose ﬁve theses on de re states and
attitudes.* to be a de re state or attitude is to bear a peculiarly direct epistemic and representational relation
to a particular referent in perception or thought. i will not dress this bare statement here. 48. d.c. 25p. - eric
- (psychological); *retention. abstract. evidence from studies of memory for meaningful materials such as
sentences and prose passages is reviewed in this paper with emphasis on its implications for the nature of the
memory representation. it is argued that models of memory which involve the retrieval of stored copies of
originally presented ...
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